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Abstract 

 

We define generalized filters and study the properties.  
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1. Introduction  
 

 The concept of convergence is of fundamental importance in analysis. 

Most of the important concepts are defined or characterized in terms of a limit. In 

case of a metric space the limit concept is studied by using sequences. The 

inadequacy of sequential limits in topological spaces motivated the 

Mathematicians to introduce the limit concept in a most general way. Hence the 

new concepts namely filters and nets were introduced.  

 After the introduction of generalized topology by A. Csaszar [2] in the 

year 1997, the need for generalizing the limit concept in generalized topology was 

felt and hence R. Baskaran, M. Murugalingam, D. Sivaraj [1] introduced 

generalized nets in generalized topological spaces. 

 In this paper we introduce generalized filter and study the properties of 

generalized filters in topological spaces and in generalized topological spaces.  

 Let X be a non empty set. T  P(X) is called a generalized topology if 1. 

 T and 2. T  is closed under arbitrary union. By definition of T, X need not be an 

element of T. But in most of the cases we assume that T contains X.A non empty 

set X with a generalized topology T defined in X is called a generalized 

topological space and is denoted by (X, T).  
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Let X be a non empty set.AP(X) is called a filter if 1. A 2. A is 

closed under finite intersection. 3. AA and BA implies BA. Afilter A  in a 

topological space is said to converge to an element xX if every open 

neighborhood of x belongs to A . In a topological space it is true that xcl(A) iff  

  a filter containing A  which congerges to x. 

          

2. Generalized Filters 
 

Definition 1: 

 

Let X be a non empty set. AP(X) is called a generalized filter if 1. A  2. AA 

and BA implies BA. 

 

Example 1: 

 

X= {a, b, c}.     A = {{a, b}, {a, c},X}. 

 

Result 1: 

 

Every filter is a g filter. But converse is not true. 

 

Example 2: 

 

X= {a, b, c}.  A = {{b}, {a, c}, {b, c} {a, b}, X}. A is a g filter but not a filter. 

 

Definition 2: 

 

Let A be a g filter in a generalized topological space X. A is said to converge to 

an element xX if every open set containing x belongs to A. We write Aa. a is 

called a limit of A. 

 

Example 3: 

X= {a, b, c}.T = {, {a}, {a, b}, X} A = {{a, b},{a, c},X} is a g filter. It is clear 

that Ab, Ac. 

 

Definition 3: 

 

Let X be a non empty set and let A be a g filter on X. SP(X) is called a base for 

the g filter A if S A  and every element of A is a superset of some element of S. 

A is called the g filter generated by S.  

 

Result 2: 

Any collection of non empty subsets of  X is a g filter base. 
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Definition 4: 

 

Let X be a generalized topological space. Let S be the collection of all open sets 

containing a fixed point x. The g filter generated by S is called the Neighborhood 

g filter of x and it is denoted by N(x). 

 

Result 3: 

N(x)  x 

 

Definition 5: 

 

A g filter base S is said to converge to a point X if the g filter generated by S 

converges to x. We write Sx. 

 

Theorem 1: 

Let X be a generalized topological space. Let S be a g filter base. Sx iff for 

every open set O containing x, there exist an element A in S such that AO. 

 

Proof: 

Let Sx. Then the g filter A which is generated by S converges to x. If O is any 

open set containing x, since A converges to x, OA. Since A is generated by the 

g filter base S, there exists AS such that AO. Conversely, let A be the filter 

generated by S. Let O be any open set containing x, then there exists A S such 

that A O, which implies OA. Hence Ax which gives Sx. 

 

 

3. Characterizations 
 

In a topological space, xcl (A) iff   a filter containing A which converges to x. 

Such a result we try in generalized topological space using   g filters. 

 

Theorem 2: 

Let X be a generalized topological space. Let AX and A. Then xcl (A) iff  

g filter Ax  where ABA for every BA. 

 

Proof: 

X is a generalized topological space.  A is a non empty subset of X. Suppose xcl 

(A). Consider P= {AG/G is an open set containing x} Since xcl (A), every 

element of P is non empty and hence P generates a g filter say A. Since AG 

belongs to A for every open set G containing x and A is a g filter, we have A 

contains every open set G containing x. Hence A converges to x. Now A is the 

required g filter. Conversely, suppose there exists a g filter Ax where ABA 

for every BA. Since Ax, every open set O containing x belongs to A. Now  
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AOA and hence AO is non empty. Hence for every open set O containing x, 

we have OA which implies xcl (A). 

 

Theorem 3: 

Let X be a generalized topological space. Let A. A is closed iff every xX 

satisfies the condition, if  a g filter Ax with ABA for every BA, then 

xA. 

 

 

Proof: 

Follows from previous theorem. 

 

Theorem 4: 

Let X be a generalized topological space. Let A. A is open iff A belongs to 

every g filter which converges to a point of A. 

 

Proof: 

Let A be open in X. If A is a g filter converging to x0A, then every open set 

containing x0A which implies AA. Conversely, supppose A belongs to every g 

filter converging to a point of A. Take any aA. Let Aa be the neighborhood filter 

of a. Since Aaa, AAa. Hence there exist an open set OaA. Now to each 

element aA,  an open set Oa A. Since A is the union of all Oa where aA, A 

is open. 

 

 

4. Relation between G Net and G Filter 
 

Now we see the interlink between g net and g filter.  

 

Theorem 5: 

Let X be a non empty set. Let (x)D be a g net. Then it induces a g filter. 

 

Proof: 

 Let t0 = {x/0}, a tail of the g net. Let P = {t0 /0D}.  It is clear that 

every element of P is non empty and hence it generates a g filter A = {A/A t0 

for some 0}.Hence the g net (x) induces a g filter. 

 

Example 4: 

X = {a, b, c}. D = {{a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {b, c}}. D is a Poset (not Directed set) f: 

DX is defined as f ({a}) = a, f ({b}) = b, f ({c}) = c, f ({a, b}) = b, f ({b, c}) = 

b. This f is a g net. The induced g filter is {, {a, c}, {a, b}, X}.  
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Theorem 6: 

 Let X be a generalized topological space. Let (x) be a g net in X. Let A be 

the g filter induced by (x). Then (x)x iff Ax. 

 

Proof: (x) D is a net in X.  t0 = {x/0} . A = {A/A t0 for some 0}.It is 

clear that A is a g filter. Suppose (x)x, we have to prove that Ax. If U is a 

neighborhood of x, since (x)x,   0D such that t0U, 0. In particular 

t0U and this implies UA. Hence every neighborhood of x is an element of A 

which implies Ax. Conversely, suppose Ax, if U is a neighborhood of x, then 

UA. Hence  t0U which implies xU, 0. This implies that (x)x. 

 

Theorem 7: 

Let A be a g filter in X. Then A induces a g net in X. 

 

Proof: 

 A is a g filter in X. Let D = {(x, A)/xA, AA}. In D we define a relation  

 as (x1, A1)(x2,A2) if A2A1. It is clear that  is reflexive and transitive and 

hence D is a poset.  Now we define f: DX as f((x, A)) = x.     It is clear that f is 

a g net in X. Hence every g filter induces a g net in X. 

 

Example 5: 

 X= {a, b, c}. A = {A, B, X} where A= {a, b} and B= {a, c}. D = {(a, 

A),(b, A),(a, B),(c, B),(a, X),(b, X),(c, X)}f: DX is defined as f(a, A) = af (b, A) 

= b, f(a, B) = a, f(c, B) = c, f(a, X) = a, f(b, X) = b, f(c, X) = c. f is the g net 

induced by the g filter A. 
 

Theorem 8: 

           Let A be a g filter in X, a generalized topological space. Let f be the 

induced g net. Then  Ax iff fx. 

 

Proof: A is a g filter. D = {(x, A)/xAA}. ( x1, A1)  ( x2, A2) if A2A1. 

Consider f: DX defined as f ((x, A) = x. f is the g net induced by the g filter A. 

Now suppose Ax, we want to prove that fx. Let U be a neighborhood of x. 

Since Ax, UA and hence (x, U)D. Now (y, A)(x, U) implies AU and 

hence f(y, A) = yAU. Hence (x, U)D such that (y, A)(x, U) implies f(y, 

A)U. Hence the g net fx. 

Conversely, 

         Suppose fx, we have to prove that Ax. Let U be a neighborhood of x. 

Since fx, (y, A)D such that f(z, B)U for all (z, B)(y, A). Hence zU for 

all zB which implies BU. (z, B)D hence BA which implies UA. Hence 

Ax. 
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